Pulse waves of a radial artery under different pressures applied through a cuff play an important role in disease diagnosis, especially in traditional chinese medicine (TCM). Pulse waves could be collected by a pressure sensor array affixed to an inflatable cuff. During a process of collecting pulse waves, one sensor of a sensor array moves up and down when the sensor is shocked by a pulse wave. Movement of the sensor leads to the passive displacement of other nearby sensors because of a connecting structure between them. Then, vibration signals will be generated by the nearby sensors although these sensors do not receive radial artery pulse waves. These vibration signals considered an interference are usually superimposed on real signals obtained from these nearby sensors and degrade signal quality. The problem mentioned above does not only generally exist in a pressure sensor array attached to a wristband but also is easy to ignore. This paper proposes a novel interference suppression algorithm based on Welch's method for estimating and weakening adjacent sensor channel interference to overcome the problem. At first, a sensor array attached to an inflatable cuff and a vibration generator is proposed to establish an experimental platform for simplifying the pulse wave collection process. Then, the interference suppression algorithm is proposed according to mechanical analysis and Welch's method based on the proposed sensor array and vibration generator. Next anti-interference abilities of the algorithm based on a simplified process are evaluated by different vibration frequencies and applied pressures. The anti-interference abilities of the algorithm based on pulse waves of the radial artery are evaluated indirectly. The results show that the novel interference suppression algorithm could weaken adjacent sensor channel interference and upgrade the signal quality.
Introduction
Radial pulse waves carry important physiological and pathological information and have been proven effective for predicting and reflecting diseases like hypertension, stroke, and diabetes mellitus [1] [2] [3] . The energy of the pulse wave is concentrated in 1-10 Hz [4] . With the development of sensor technology, many new theories and new types of sensors are applied to detecting pulse waves including piezoresistive sensors [5] [6] [7] , piezoelectric sensors [8] [9] [10] , photoelectric sensors [11] [12] [13] , and ultrasonic sensors [14, 15] .
In TCM, an oriental medical doctor divides the terminal region of the wrist radial artery into three positions, called cun, guan, and chi, which can reflect physiological and pathological information of different viscera, respectively. To sense the changing trend of pulse waves, doctors apply static information of different pressure intensities to radial arteries of these three parts, called Fu, Zhong, and Chen, then judge the patient's condition [16] . Therefore, one pulse-taking detection system must provide both wrist artery pulse information and static hold-down pressure. In recent years, many studies focused on multitype sensor design and correlation analysis of cun, guan, and chi in TCM [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Based on these studies, many different pulse detection instruments were designed. They exerted variable static pressures on the three points of cun, guan, and chi and collected pulse waves using multitype sensors. However, there are adjacent interference signals among the multichannel pressure sensors. According to the traditional theory of pulse diagnosis in TCM, Wang et al. designed a multichannel pulse detection system based on a flexible array sensor [22] . A special pulse transducer is made of silica gel, and the pressure can be adjusted automatically by means of balloon pressurization. When a transducer displaces due to the vibration of the vessel, the balloon on the transducer will be deformed, and then the adjacent transducer will be forced to displace, resulting in interference signals. A novel multichannel wrist pulse system with different sensor arrays designed by Wang et al. [23] , a Bi-Sensing Pulse Diagnosis Instrument (BSPDI) designed by Luo et al. [18] , and a pulse-taking platform with a tactile array sensor designed by et al. [24] can collect pulse wave under different pressures by manual or mechanical pressure. The sensors are directly connected by a rigid structure. When a sensor displaces due to the vibration of the vessel, the rigid structure of the sensor will be displaced, which will change the pressure of the adjacent sensor and cause interference. The interference signal will be superimposed on the useful signal, which will affect the authenticity of the signal. The problem mentioned above does not only generally exist in a pressure sensor array attached to a wristband but also is easy to ignore. A novel flexible pressure sensor array for depth information of the radial artery designed by Liu et al. weakens the interference between sensors by adding sponges between sensors and airbags [25] . Few people have proposed an algorithmic solution.
Generally speaking, due to the direct or indirect physical links among sensors, the displacement of a sensor unit caused by vibration will interfere with the adjacent sensor by a connecting medium, and then affect the acquisition waveform of the adjacent sensor. However, the interference will affect the morphological characteristics of the pulse wave. To overcome this problem, one adjacent interference model of multichannel pressure sensors is proposed in this study. According to the structural characteristics of the multichannel pulse wave acquisition instrument, a simple mechanical structure model of the interference signal is established. Based on the mechanical structure model, the characteristics of interference signals (amplitude, frequency, and phase information) and interference signal expressions are determined. Welch's average cycle method is used to establish the transmission channel model. In this paper, the output signal of the dynamic pressure sensor on the vibration source is defined as channel input and the output signal of the proximity sensor is defined as channel output.
Materials and Methods
2.1. A Signal Acquisition Instrument. In this paper, a novel flexible pressure sensor array signal acquisition instrument is used to realize the signal collection [25] . This instrument is composed of three compound pressure sensors to realize the simultaneous measurement of three fluctuation points. As is showed in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), each compound pressure sensor consists of a piezoelectric sensor and a piezoresistive sensor, which are used to measure pulse wave and static pressure separately. A bending structure of the sensor could guarantee the signal intensity and prevent the occurrence of an inverted waveform. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show that a polyurethane sponge is used to eliminate the propagation of contactor vibration effectively. An inflatable cuff on the wrist is used as a pressure device in the whole collecting process which could provide stepped pressures from 10 to 140 mmHg in an interval of 10 mmHg. In each pressure step, the cuff is inflated to produce a specified pressure and lasts for several seconds. The pulse wave signals and static pressure information of three sensors are recorded in real-time until the next instruction of inflation comes. In this way, the pulse waves under a pressure gradient are acquired. After all the pressure steps finish, the cuff runs a deflation process and the whole collecting process is completed. The sampling frequency is approximately 225 Hz and the recording time is approximately 10 s in each pressure interval. To eliminate the propagation of contactor vibration effectively, a polyurethane sponge is used in the novel flexible pressure sensor array signal acquisition instrument. For the convenience of expression, the sensor group is named sensor A, sensor B, and sensor C, in turn.
Multipoint Vibration Source
Generator. In order to study the influence of single or multiple vibration sources on multichannel sensor signals, a multivibrator signal generator is designed in this paper. As shown in Figure 2 , the device roughly consists of a motor, a cam, a link mechanism, and a long contractor and three vibrate points. When the motor begins to run, the link mechanism is driven through the cam. Then, the long contactor could periodically move up and down to drive three vibrate points up and down and touch the surface of a sensor lightly. In order to study the interference of a single-point vibration source and mutual interference between multipoint vibration sources, three vibrate points can be disassembled and the height of three vibrate points can be adjusted. ADC motor controller is used to control vibration frequency. Increasing pressure is exerted on the sensor through an inflatable cuff. The dynamic pressures under variable static pressures are measured and recorded. The contraction of the human heart produces waves, which pass through the artery to the wrist radial artery to produce pulse waves. Pulse wave passes through three parts: chi, guan, and cun. This means that the vibration time of the three parts is inconsistent. However, the average conduction velocity of the human pulse wave is 15 m/s. The maximum distance from chi to guan is 34 mm, and the signal sampling frequency is 225. The time required for a pulse wave to pass from chi to cun is 0.002 s, which is less than the sampling interval of data 0.0044 s. Therefore, the lag of three parts cannot be considered when making a signal generator.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis.
When the piezoelectric material is pressed, it generates polarization charges, and its signal amplitude and frequency are directly proportional to 3 Journal of Sensors pressure sensor, the magnitude of the output signal of the sensor is related to the shape variable of the piezoelectric sensor. As the shape variable increase, then the amplitude of the output signal of this sensor is increased. When the shape variable is reduced, then the amplitude of the output signal of the piezoelectric sensor is reduced. To simplify the complexity of the mechanical structure model, this paper just only analyzes the effects of the single-point vibration source on the proximity sensor.
As is showed in Figure 3 , when the airbag in the inflatable cuff is pressurized to a constant value, the dynamic pressure sensors in the compound pressure sensors are deformed to one constant under the action of air pressure. When the vibration source moves upwards, sensor A is driven upward by the upward support force of the vibration point and the shape variable of sensor A is increased. The sponge around sensor A is compressed by force.
When the vibration source moves upward, the pressure on sensor B film decreases gradually and the deformation decreases, and then the output signal amplitude of sensor B decreases gradually. When the output signal amplitude of sensor A increases to the maximum, the output signal amplitude of sensor B decreases to the minimum.
When the vibration source moves downward, the strain pressure of sensor A film decreases. As the sponge depression height of sensor A decreases, the signal amplitude of sensor A decreases gradually. When the output signal amplitude of sensor A decreases to the minimum, the output signal amplitude of sensor B increases to the maximum.
As previously described, compared with the output of the sensor A, the phase delay of the output signal of sensor B is 180 degrees. According to the attenuation characteristics of signal during transmission, the amplitude of the output signal of sensor B is smaller than that received by the dynamic pressure sensor A.
It is assumed that the output signal of sensor A is a sinusoidal function. It is defined as follows:
In equation (1), f is the signal frequency. The expression of the output signal of sensor B can be defined as follows:
According to the two equations above, we just need to determine the attenuation coefficient; then, we can get the expression of the interference signal.
Transmission Channel Model.
In formula (2), δ is related to the attenuation of the channel between the two sensors. The signal transmission function reflects the transmission characteristics of the channel. Welch's average cycle method is the most commonly used method to calculate the transmission function of one system. If the input and output signals are known, the transmission function of the system is estimated by the Welch's average cycle method.
In equation (3), P xx ðwÞ is the self-power spectral density (SPSD) of the input signal. P xy ðwÞ is the cross power spectral density(CPSD) between input and output signals. In this paper, the output signal of sensor A is defined as channel input and the output signal of sensor B is defined as channel output. To simplify the complexity of the interference signal model, this paper just only analyzes the effect of the singlepoint vibration source on sensor B. The single-point vibration signal is generated by a signal generator, and the vibration signal and interference signal under different pressures are collected by the signal acquisition instrument. For the signal acquisition instrument, the middle compound pressure sensor (A) collects the vibration signal, and the other two sensors (B and C) collect the interference signals.
Considering that the vibration frequency of the signal generator is limited, according to the results of mechanical analysis and input signal, the expression of the interference signal can be obtained. Assuming that the length of the input data is N, the number of points in the frequency domain within the range of f 0 is M, and the sampling frequency of the data is f s (f s = 225, in this paper), the following expressions can be obtained:
In formula (4), b⋅c is the sign of downward integration. Assuming that in the adjacent sensor, the output signal Journal of Sensors is yðnÞ, then the expression of the signal in the digital domain of 0-f 0 can be expressed as follows.
According to the discrete Fourier transform,
According to the relationship between the input signal and output signal, the expression in this paper is as follows:
According to the inverse Fourier transform, we can get the time domain expression of the output signal.
Xð01Þ/N in formula (7) is the DC component. According to the above expression, it can be realized by using MATLAB.
Experimental Results
According to the transmission function, amplitudefrequency characteristic (AFC) curve and phase frequency characteristic (PFC) curve can be obtained. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are the AFC curve and PFC curve between sensor A and sensor B and the AFC curve and PFC curve between sensor A and sensor C under the same airbag pressure, respectively. As shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), in the range of 0~35 Hz, the channel gain between sensor A and sensor B and the channel gain between sensor A and sensor C are constants and the constant values are equal. Meanwhile, in the range of 0-35 Hz, the phase difference between sensor A and sensor B and the phase difference between sensor A and sensor C are 180 degrees. Within the effective frequency range, these indicate that the amplitude of the output signal of sensor B or sensor C is smaller than that received by sensor A, and compared with the output of the dynamic pressure sensor above the vibration source, the phase delay of the output signal of sensor B or sensor C is 180 degrees. In order to verify the accuracy of the model, signal attenuation (dB) is used as evaluation indicators, in which signal attenuation reflects the ability of the model to suppress interference signals. Figure 5(a) is an error bar graph of AFC between the input signal and the output signal at different pressures, while sensor A collects the input signal and sensor B and C collect the output signal. The abscissa axis of the figure is the air pressure value (unit: mmHg), and the ordinate axis is the signal attenuation (unit: dB). The number of measurements was 5 times. In the 5 measurements, the maximum signal attenuation is 22.6 dB and the minimum signal attenuation is 19.3 dB. The maximum fluctuation range of signal attenuation is +0.49 dB, and the minimum fluctuation range of signal attenuation is +0.06 dB. This shows that the output signal of the multiple measurement models of the same object under test is stable. With the increase of static pressure, the attenuation of the d 0 remains unchanged, which indicates that the value of δ is the same under different pressures. When the horizontal distance between the two sensors is constant, the value of δ is basically constant. Figure 5(b) is an error bar graph of AFC between the input signal and the output error signal at different pressures, while sensor A collects the input signal and the output error signal is the error value of the output signal. In the five measurements, the maximum signal attenuation is 45.9 dB and the minimum signal attenuation is 45.2 dB. The maximum fluctuation range of signal attenuation is ±1.6 dB, and the minimum fluctuation range of signal attenuation is ±0.3 dB. Compared with Figure 5 (a), Figure 5 (b) shows that the model can attenuate the output interference signal more than 30 dB.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, the mechanical analysis of composite sensors is presented. It is showed that the phase difference between the signal collected by the composite sensor and the crosstalk signal is 180 degrees, and the amplitude ratio of the signal is one attenuation factor δ. The self-made signal generator is used to analyze the transmission characteristics of the interference signal under a single-point vibration source. The effective frequency range of the vibration source signal produced by the signal generator is 0~35 Hz. Within this frequency range, the phase difference between the signal collected by the sensor and the crosstalk signal is 180 degrees. The output model of the interference signal is established by using the Fourier transform. The experimental result proves that this signal model can well construct the output model of the interference signal. The model can attenuate 
